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At the founding of their kitchen company in 1945, the harmony of functionality, design and the highest quality was 
already a central claim of the brothers Johann and Willy Stickling. Based on the ideals of German engineering, 
"technical excellence" became a standard for their entrepreneurial activities. Later, the company rose to become the 
biggest kitchen manufacturer in Europe under the name nobilia.
In 1996, Heinz and Werner Stickling created the premium brand noblessa. Under this name, from now on, kitchens 
were only offered for kitchen specialists and higher standards.
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Purchasing a new fitted kitchen is something very special, and it should be planned carefully. Indeed, before you 
begin planning, you need the right inspiration and reliable information regarding all aspects of your kitchen.
In our current Kitchen Journal, we provide you with plenty of suggestions and ideas to help you create your dream 
kitchen. We will show you different types of kitchens, superb décor elements, colours and finishes, special 
architectural solutions, high-quality kitchen technology and versatile accessories. We will help you to be 
well-informed before you begin planning the details of your kitchen with your kitchen specialist.
Discover the variety and the design possibilities contained in our latest kitchen collection. Whether you are looking 
for a designer kitchen or one that is modern and inviting, a kitchen inspired by nature or with the look of a modern 
cottage  we are sure you will find your favourite here.
We hope you enjoy reading our latest Journal.
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Design and lifestyle – 
everything works together here!
The storage-packed kitchen and adjacent living area in this design suggestion 
merge into a seamless aesthetic entity in elegant Slate grey. Our Color Concept 
décor Rusty Plates reproduction creates exciting accents in the popular metallic 
look. Selective use of open shelf elements and tablar pull-outs relaxes the 
straight lines of this XL kitchen architecture.
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Sliding doors allow a playful exchange between open
and closed surfaces and skilfully create homely accents.
Moreover, they are simply incredibly practical.
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A stylish mix with urban flair!

The sophisticated fronts in supermatt Black provide the perfect backdrop for a wide variety of modern 
design possibilities.
Whether with swivel flap doors in the trend décor Oriental, with GAP design fronts or with Frame wall units 
in Black matt – the possibilities for individualised material and colour combinations are endless.

Favourite colour White
White continues to count among the most popular furnishing colours, because White is 
timelessly beautiful and it just feels good. White is unobtrusive, it makes rooms look and 
feel larger, and it outlasts the whims of fashionable trends. In addition, White is incredibly 
versatile and changeable. White can hold its own against coloured accents and vibrant 
contrasts as well as with cool metals and natural wood tones, making it the perfect choice 
for both small and large dream interiors.

Innovative kitchen design!

Clean lines, exquisite materials and clearly structured architecture – these are the distinguishing marks of our 
designer kitchens. Our extensive assortment of smooth, flawless surfaces enable you to customise your small or 
large lifestyle kitchen to your preferences. Connoisseurs of puristic design are well-served with our handleless
LINE N kitchens. Here, the integrated recessed handles take the lead as the horizontal stylistic element that sets 
the tone for the new kitchen and they are available in a multitude of colours.
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The Black Smartcube frame coordinates 
beautifully with the glass recess panel in 
Masterflow black matt.
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Island solutions in
inviting concrete look

Concrete has the reputation of being cold and uncomfortable – we beg to 
differ!
The White concrete reproduction décor in this design brings a subtle, 
warm colouring to the minimalistic, cool concrete look. It harmonises 
splendidly with the dry stone wall décor niche cladding and the restrained 
wooden flooring.

Design and lifestyle – 
everything works together here!
The storage-packed kitchen and adjacent living area in this design suggestion 
merge into a seamless aesthetic entity in elegant Slate grey. Our Color Concept 
décor Rusty Plates reproduction creates exciting accents in the popular metallic 
look. Selective use of open shelf elements and tablar pull-outs relaxes the 
straight lines of this XL kitchen architecture.
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Andreas Bielefeld
For us, the design of luxury kitchens is a
continual process. Almost daily, new trends in
colouring and materials are incorporated into
the designs, along with changes in lifestyles and
styles of home living. The results of our work:
each year another collection with exquisite new
additions.Andreas Bielefeld has been with the
company since 2000. He came to furniture
design via his study of foreign trade, which gave
him his sensitivity to trends and developments.
From initially dedicating himself to seating and
upholstered furniture, he is now inseparably
associated with kitchen design, in which he is a
leading figure.
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Clear design

With our handleless LINE N range we have been raising the bar for design-oriented and on-trend kitchen 
style for years. In conjunction with fronts in popular solid colours or wood décors, or matt or high gloss 
– with its fine lines, the front design always expresses quintessential modernity and sleek elegance.
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In our current Kitchen Journal, we provide you with plenty of suggestions and ideas to help you create 

your dream kitchen. We will show you different types of kitchens, superb décor elements, colours and 

finishes, special architectural solutions, high-quality kitchen technology and versatile accessories. We 

will help you to be well-informed before you begin planning the details of your kitchen with your kitchen 

specialist.

Discover the variety and the design possibilities contained in our latest kitchen collection. Whether you 

are looking for a designer kitchen or one that is modern and inviting, a kitchen inspired by nature or with 

the look of a modern cottage  we are sure you will find your favourite here.

We hope you enjoy reading our latest Journal.

Andreas Bielefeld
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Shining moments!
High gloss surfaces in lacquered laminate or lacquer make our 
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High gloss surfaces in lacquered laminate or lacquer make our kitchens the shining star of your home. And that is totally independent of 
the size of the kitchen.
Whether you choose a closed kitchen, whether you have room for a spacious island solution or whether you prefer an open concept that 
includes the living area – there are no limits to your individual wishes here. The well-thought-out kitchen system, the multiplicity of the 
sophisticated materials and material combinations as well as the superior quality of the kitchen technology invite you to use your 
creativity in designing your dream kitchen.

Design and lifestyle – 
everything works together here!
The storage-packed kitchen and adjacent living area in this design suggestion 
merge into a seamless aesthetic entity in elegant Slate grey. Our Color Concept 
décor Rusty Plates reproduction creates exciting accents in the popular metallic 
look. Selective use of open shelf elements and tablar pull-outs relaxes the 
straight lines of this XL kitchen architecture.
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inviting concrete look
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have room for a spacious island solution or 
whether you prefer an open concept that includes 
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Ingenious design!
The Smartcube shelf unit system opens up fascinating design possibilities in contemporary 
style. With Smartcube, kitchens take on a more open and inviting design. They can also be 
used to beautifully stage adjacent living areas.
Smartcube shelf units are available as wall and base unit solutions, as well as special island 
solutions. The aluminium frame comes in your choice of Black or Stainless steel finish.
For shelves and the optional back panel choose your favourites from among all the carcase 
and COLOR CONCEPT colours.
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Clever, flexible and fit for 
everyday use!

Shining moments!
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Steel: for a professional look
If you would like to take the professional look of your kitchen to the 
next level, then our new Metal Concept décors are right for you. 
Scratched steel reproduction is the epitome of the metal look, and 
the distressed character of the finish brings a touch of industrial 
chic to the kitchen. The décor is extremely versatile, as wall unit 
fronts, upright panels, niche cladding or as panels, and it can be 
combined beautifully with all solid colours, stone and concrete 
décors, even with wood décors.
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Ceramic look in XL size
Short distances, smart work sequences and cleverly 
structured storage space are the most important aspects 
of kitchen planning. Kitchens with a U-shape are often a 
good solution, especially for small floor plans.

Ceramic look in XL size

Short distances, smart work sequences and cleverly structured 
storage space are the most important aspects of kitchen planning. 
Kitchens with a U-shape are often a good solution, especially for 
small floor plans.

When there is absolutely no extra space for a separate dining area,
why not try an integrated solution

Create highlights! Individual recess panels, wall unit fronts and wall shelves in 
Black are a stunning complement to fronts and worktop in ceramic look.
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A modern composition!

Shining moments!

A modern composition!
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Cottage style kitchens à la carte
Out of fashion? Not at all! The modern cottage style kitchen 
is more popular than ever!
Classic design and traditional shapes meet innovative 
kitchen technology and the highest degree of comfort and 
ergonomics. Countless carefully chosen details such as 
framed glass doors, wickerwork baskets and pilasters give 
our cottage style kitchens a cosy flair and turn your kitchen 
into the comfy heart of your home.
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your dream kitchen. We will show you different types of kitchens, superb décor elements, colours and 

finishes, special architectural solutions, high-quality kitchen technology and versatile accessories. We 

will help you to be well-informed before you begin planning the details of your kitchen with your kitchen 

specialist.

Discover the variety and the design possibilities contained in our latest kitchen collection. Whether you 

are looking for a designer kitchen or one that is modern and inviting, a kitchen inspired by nature or with 

the look of a modern cottage  we are sure you will find your favourite here.

We hope you enjoy reading our latest Journal.

A modern composition!

Shining moments!

A modern composition!
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cm has a fixed metal storage shelf, a linen 
baguette bagand room for 4 bottles.

The lighted railing system is apractical as 
well as beautiful accessory and generates a 
uniformambient light.
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Cottage style kitchens à la carte
Out of fashion? Not at all! The modern cottage style kitchen 
is more popular than ever!
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kitchen technology and the highest degree of comfort and 
ergonomics. Countless carefully chosen details such as 
framed glass doors, wickerwork baskets and pilasters give 
our cottage style kitchens a cosy flair and turn your kitchen 
into the comfy heart of your home.
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Modern classic look

Straight-lined framed doors are genuine crossover 
artists between contemporary and classic shapes 
and thus offer a wide playing field for totally 
individualised creations. Framed doors in wood 
décors lend kitchens a contemporary, natural look. 
Light and dark contrasts emphasise the more 
classic design approaches. Light earth tones – 
such as our Savannah – are particularly suited to 
cosy compositions in classic style.
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With a love for detail
The incomparable material aesthetic of genuine lacquer is 
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The kitchen storage wonder!
What is the best way to organise my base units, how many cutlery trays do I need, 
which waste separation system should I choose, what is more practical here – a 
larder unit or a pantry unit with internal pull-outs?
You will find plenty of suggestions and ideas for outstanding kitchen organisation 
on the following pages.
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The new kitchen is here!

This kitchen, which is only about 15.5 m2, is a perfect example of just how 
much an average household can accommodate. With the right kitchen 
components, functional interior fittings and practical accessories. With 
kitchen architecture that provides ample storage space and a design that 
incorporates ergonomic considerations. So, just how do you arrive at your 
perfect kitchen? It is very simple.
Your kitchen consultant is there to help you realise all your dreams and 
desires.

The new kitchen is here!
This kitchen, which is only about 15.5 m2, is a perfect example of just how much 
an average household can accommodate. With the right kitchen components, 
functional interior fittings and practical accessories. With kitchen architecture that 
provides ample storage space and a design that incorporates ergonomic 
considerations. So, just how do you arrive at your perfect kitchen? It is very simple.
Your kitchen consultant is there to help you realise all your dreams and desires.
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Cosy elements & accessories
Even in architecturally planned kitchens, base units with tablar pull-outs 
relax the line of base units with homely accents. The anthracite 
coloured metal tablar pull-outs are optionally available with panels in 
matt glass, black glass or solid oak wood.

Cosy elements & accessories

Even in architecturally planned kitchens, base units with tablar pull-outs relax the line of base units with homely 
accents. The anthracite coloured metal tablar pull-outs are optionally available with panels in matt glass, black 
glass or solid oak wood.
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Made to measure storage!
Tall units are real storage wizards – they provide space for a 
wide variety of storage forms thanks to special interior divisions.
Our tall units are available in three different unit heights as well 
as a highboard.
They can come equipped with convenient, durable and sturdy 
mechanisms.

Made to measure storage!

Tall units are real storage wizards – they provide space for a wide variety of storage forms thanks 
to special interior divisions.
Our tall units are available in three different unit heights as well as a highboard.
They can come equipped with convenient, durable and sturdy mechanisms.
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See your kitchen in the right light!
The right lighting concept supports optimum working conditions and 
effectively showcases the new kitchen.
In addition to general room lighting, creating additional  small island of 
light mainly near the seating areas in the kitchen makes for a homely and 
comfortable ambience.
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light mainly near the seating areas in the kitchen makes for a homely and 
comfortable ambience.
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Niche designs

There are many different ways to enhance kitchen recesses. That is why 
our niche claddings are available in a wide range of décors and 
materials.
Whether in worktop décor or our Color Concept décors, in stainless 
steel look or glass, or with trendy digitally printed motifs – our niche 
claddings turn your recess into a highlight in your kitchen. We have an 
assortment of 24 digitally printed motifs available to create targeted 
custom accents in the kitchen. Whether typical kitchen motifs, tiles, 
mosaic and stone wall décors or motifs with an industrial feel – the 
choice is up to you.

Niche designs
There are many different ways to enhance kitchen recesses. That is why our niche claddings 
are available in a wide range of décors and materials.
Whether in worktop décor or our Color Concept décors, in stainless steel look or glass, or with 
trendy digitally printed motifs – our niche claddings turn your recess into a highlight in your 
kitchen. We have an assortment of 24 digitally printed motifs available to create targeted 
custom accents in the kitchen. Whether typical kitchen motifs, tiles, mosaic and stone wall 
décors or motifs with an industrial feel – the choice is up to you.

The EVOline socket Square 80 is equipped with an USB charger. 
The sliding cover is designed as an inductive charging station for 
wireless charging of suitable smartphones.
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The socket distributor

with USB charger can be

mounted anywhere on

the worktop.

The double socket Toki is equipped with a USB charger for charging 
smartphones and tablets. The integrated speaker enables audio playback via 
Bluetooth.

The double socket Toki is equipped with a USB charger for 
charging smartphones and tablets. The integrated speaker enables 
audio playback via Bluetooth.
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